The Leeds & Liverpool Canal
Historical Information

Water Supply
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The Increasing Need for Water
Any canal relies upon its water supply. The L&LC Act allowed the company to take water from within one mile of the
canal generally, and from within five miles of the summit level. Some supplies for water mills were protected, though it
was not until the Acts after 1790 that such supplies were noted in any number. The graph below shows the development
of water supplies compared to the increase in traffic.
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When designing a canal, the engineer should have locks which become slightly less deep the further they are from the
summit. In theory, this allows a boat travelling up or down to use just one lock of water from the reservoir, the difference
in fall of the locks supplying water lost from leakage, etc. In practise, locks were built with a fall to suit the location, thus in
Yorkshire, there are deep locks at Bingley and Apperley Bridge which require more water than elsewhere. In Lancashire,
Wigan flight suffered from subsidence which created a top lock with over 15 feet fall. On three occasions Wigan locks were
‘equalised’ to reduce the variation in fall between individual locks.
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Reservoirs were not the only water supply to the canal, as many small water courses were intercepted, and Foulridge
Tunnel was calculated to provide the equivalent of 10 lockfulls per day from ground water. Pumping was expensive,
which is why the 1937 scheme mentioned below was not introduced.
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Leeds Basin was supplied with additional water by pumping from the River Aire above the weir. The basin level
was slightly higher than the river above the weir. The water was needed to compensate for boats from the Aire
& Calder Navigation using the basin for loading and unloading.
Feeder above Dowley Gap Locks.
Morton Beck Feeder. Stockbridge Colliery shaft was also considered as a suitable source in the 1920s, though
pumping was too expensive.
Brunthwaite and Howden Beck Feeder. The 1790 Act stopped the use of Howden Beck after the summit level
was opened.
Bradley Feeder.
Eller Beck Feeder.
Holme Bridge feeder from Eshton Beck and Winterburn Reservoir. There is also a feeder from Chew Lane Beck
below Higherland Lock.
Feeder from the High Ground Beck into the canal below Bank Newton bottom lock, now disused.
Several streams feed the Marton Pool, and there is a feed at Trenet from the Winterburn pipeline.
Greenberfield Feeder from the Winterburn pipeline.
The main water supply to the canal from the Foulridge and Slipper Hill Reservoirs and the County Brook feeder
from White Moor Reservoir. Several streams also feed the Summit Pool, with additional ground water flows
into the tunnel. Excess water feeds into Barrowford Reservoir.
Various collieries fed water into Burnley Pool, as did Accrington & Church sewage works.
Rishton Reservoir.
Feeder from Blackburn Corporation reservoirs in the 1880s and 1890s.
Feeder from stream near Finnington.
Various collieries fed water into the Lancaster southern section.
River Douglas feeder at Henhurst Bridge. This had previously fed into the head of the canal basin at Wigan.
Gathurst feeder from the River Douglas using the regulating lock below Dean Locks. This was subsequently
moved to near Appley Bridge.
River Tawd Feeder.
Back pumping at Stanley Locks introduced in the 1930s.
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The water supply to the Leeds & Liverpool Canal
The Leeds & Liverpool Canal was built under its 1770 Act, which gave powers for the company to take water from
streams, etc, up to 1000 yards from the canal, or five miles from the summit level, and to make reservoirs up to
the same distance from the canal. The route from Leeds to Foulridge was as today, but at Foulridge the canal was
to rise by a further three locks to the summit level where the canal passed through a large reservoir. It was then to
descend, passing through Padiham and Whalley, down the Ribble Valley and then close to Leyland to rejoin the canal
as built at Parbold. The water supply to several mills were protected: Armley Mills and Marton Mill (East Marton)
in Yorkshire, and Padiham Mill, Chew Mill, Carr Mill (Barrowford), Braidley Mill (Marsden), and Lostock Mill in
Lancashire. That only seven mills were mentioned on a route of over 100 miles suggests that there was little industrial
development on the route. Streams mentioned by John Riley after he had surveyed the summit level water supplies
were at Langrigstone Bridge, Salterforth Shoots Sough, Acringley, Foulridge, Ball Bridge and Slipper Hill.
The canal was opened in sections, with work proceeding initially on both sides of the Pennines. By 1777, it was
open in Yorkshire from Leeds to Ray Bridge, Gargrave, and in Lancashire from Liverpool to Parbold where a branch to
the older Douglas Navigation had been built up the Douglas Valley to Gathurst. Water for this section came from the
River Douglas at Gathurst, and from a feeder from the River Tawd near Lathom. Longbotham, the canal’s engineer,
had also looked at using Hindley and Ince Brooks for supplying the Douglas at Wigan. In Yorkshire there were several
feeders: the main ones were at Rushworth Swivel Bridge from the Morton Beck, the Breemfit (Brunthwaite) and
Holden Feeder between the first two bridges on the Leeds side of Silsden, the Bradley Feeder, and two Holme Bridge
Feeders, above and below the lock. Several small streams were also turned into the canal on the Skipton Pool and
lower down the canal, such as near Dowley Gap Locks. Water may also have been taken from the Eller Beck by Lord
Thanet’s Canal which would then supply the Leeds & Liverpool.
Construction of the canal ceased in 1777 as the company had run out of money and at that time the American War
of Independence made raising further finance difficult. Me work did continue, and the old Douglas Navigation was
closed in 1781 when the branch canals from Burscough down to Sollom, and from Gathurst to Wigan opened. The
terminus at Wigan used the old Douglas Navigation basin, water for the new canal section being drawn from the
original supply from the River Douglas at Wigan.
A second Act for the canal was passed in 1783 to give retrospective permission for the purchase of the Douglas
Navigation by the canal company. The only water clauses concerned the water level between Spark Lane and Ferns
Brook, between Rufford and Sollom, which was to be six inches below the average level of the land to prevent flooding.
No water was to be discharged from the canal between Briers Mill (Burscough) and Sollom. This was because the
Martin Mere land drainage scheme had resulted in subsidence, leaving parts of the Rufford branch higher than
the surrounding land. There had been some flooding cause by a breach of the canal, and land owners also wanted
permission to build culverts under the canal to allow their lands to drain into the Douglas. The Tawd feeder was still
in use, and was repaired in 1785.
Construction of the main canal restarted in 1790, and an Act was obtained to allow for a deviation of the line
in Lancashire. The canal was now to pass to the south of the River Calder between Barrowford and Whalley, thus
avoiding the construction of a large aqueduct at Whalley. Several clauses related to water supply, principally because
of the increase in the use of water power by mills. Water was not to be taken out of the River Aire, or streams flowing
into the river, above Gargrave Bridge in order to protect fulling mills above Gargrave. This was probably unnecessary
as the canal’s water did not come from this area of the watershed. A second clause required that after the summit level
was open, the water from Howden Brook was to be turned back into the River Aire and not to supply the canal. The
supply from Brunthwaite Beck seems to have continued as it was mentioned in a list of 1834, and although the feeder
channels are still surviving, it does not seem to be used today. Water was also not to be taken from the River Ribble
or the Hyndburn, nor water supplying Martholme Mill (Gt Harwood).
The water supply to the Liverpool was causing some problems because of the deep lock at Appley Bridge. To
overcome its excessive water usage, and to help with the increasing traffic between Wigan and Liverpool, two locks
were built alongside the deep lock.
The next Act was passed in 1794. This allowed a complete deviation of the line in East Lancashire, the route now
passing through Burnley and Blackburn. The Lancaster Canal had taken the best line between Chorley and Aspull
(Wigan), so the Leeds & Liverpool line was to be sixty feet higher, avoiding the locks at Johnsons Hillock. The canal
would continue at this level, passing close to Horwich before descending through Aspull to the branch canal terminus
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at Wigan. Water not to be taken from Bentley Brook, Shorten Brook (Altham), Syke Side Brook, Accrington Brook,
Tinker Brook, Smitby Brook, Antley Syke, water supplying Mr Nuttall’s Mill (Accrington), Mr Clayton’s Mill (Little
Harwood), Archbishop of Canterbury’s Mill (Blackburn), River Darwen, William Griffith’s Mill (Livesey), River Yarrow,
Duxbury Mill, Leicester Mill and other mills of Sir Frank Standish, Crosse Hall Mill, Adlington Mill, Worthington
Mill, Jolly’s Mill, brooks belonging to Mr Blundell (Anderton Hall), Aspull Cotton Mill, water belonging to the Earl
of Balcarres, and the waters supplying the Lancaster Canal. This indicates the rising importance of industries in the
East Lancashire area, and the only significant water supply here was to come from Rishton Reservoir, opened in 1828,
and from reservoirs owned by Blackburn Corporation in the 1880s.
The canal opened to Foulridge in 1794. As part of the alterations to the route, the summit level was lowered by
thirty feet. Although this required the construction of Foulridge Tunnel, increasing costs, it made the water supply
much better. Water came from several streams flowing into the summit and Marton pools, the main ones being
County Brook, a stream at Dauber Bridge, and the High Ground Beck which could be turned into the canal below
Bank Newton Locks. Supplies from County Brook were restricted by Broughton Mill. The tunnel itself was estimated
to supply fourteen locks per day from ground water after the canal opened to Burnley in 1796. Reservoirs were also
built at Foulridge. The ‘Grand’ Reservoir was above Ball Bridge, with its embankment close to line line of the tunnel
which was to restrict the possibilities for enlargement. Slipper Hill may have been built as a temporary measure, but it
became permanent. Another temporary reservoir was proposed on the site now occupied by the Upper Reservoir, but
it was probably not built. Even then, the water supply must have been considered inadequate as the canal manager,
Joseph Priestley, measured the land needed for an extension of Foulridge Reservoir in 1800.
The next extension of the canal was to Enfield (Clayton-le-Moors) in 1801, and then to Blackburn in 1810. Water
came mainly from the summit, though there are some minor streams feeding the canal, such as the Cunliffe Feeder
which was fed from Rishton Reservoir. The Liverpool Pool was still short of water, and in 1800 a search was made for
a site for a reservoir. One was found at Anglezarke in 1803, for a reservoir of 128 acres, 74 feet above the canal and
with a 22 feet high embankment. It would have supplied the canal at Heapy and Red Moss on the section of canal
between Wheelton and Aspull which ultimately was never built. Although further from the canal than allowed by the
1770 Act, it would probably have been built under the Douglas Navigation Act which allowed the Leeds & Liverpool
to control all water supplies from that river.
The through route from Leeds to Liverpool was finally completed in 1816 with the opening of Wigan Locks and the
canal from Blackburn to Johnsons Hillock (Wheelton). There the Lancaster Canal had built a flight of locks down to
their canal, the Leeds & Liverpool being rejoined by Wigan Locks at Aspull. Water supply was again from the summit,
though there was a feeder near Finnington Bridge.
In order to improve supplies to the summit, the company tried unsuccessfully to purchase Broughton Mill on
County Brook in 1812, though its water and that of Salterforth Brook were rented for £100 per annum in 1815. The
enlargement of Foulridge Reservoir was considered in 1812, and in 1817 the canal engineer, James Fletcher looked
at ways of increasing the supply of water. He looked at a site at Foulridge, slightly lower than the existing reservoir, a
second site at White Moor, and a third site at Salterforth Moss. Water from the Kelbrook and from four brooks near
Barnoldswick which drained into the Ribble were also considered. All these suggestions were rejected and it was
proposed to enlarge Foulridge Reservoir instead, though not carried out at this time.
The 1819 Act authorised the construction of the Leigh Branch, which opened in 1821. Water not to be taken from the
Bridgewater Canal, nor from streams supplying the works of John Trafford and Benjamin Gaskell. Earlier, in 1815, a
feeder from the Douglas had been built to the canal at Ennis (Henhurst) Bridge, and this could also supply the branch.
There was a shortage of water in 1824, and James Fletcher again looked at water supplies to the summit. He
suggested a second reservoir at Foulridge above the existing one, containing 498,385 cubic yards or 1215 locks full,
but noted that two reservoirs using the same supply would create problems in filling in dry seasons. To overcome
this, a goit from County Brook into the existing reservoir could be built, which in wet times would double to supply.
He then suggested a reservoir below Slipper Hill Reservoir, but considered this may have been too near to the tunnel
to be safe. A reservoir would also be possible on the north side of the Gill Valley Embankment which would be 18 feet
deep and contain about 3,000 locks. It would be supplied by the present excess from the canal and from Gill Brook,
but would need raising 50 feet by steam engine into the canal. He also noted that on Barnoldswick Brook, the upper
level of water at the corn mill is three feet above the canal, and below the mill it was 6½ feet above Marton Pool.
The idea of water supplies from collieries, which had been used on the Lancaster Canal, was suggested from Messrs
Hargreaves collieries at Marsden in 1827, with water from Grimshaw’s colliery in Burnley being pumped into the
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canal from 1832. A more positive way to supply the Burnley Pool was by a new reservoir at Rishton, and this was built
in 1828/9. Four years later, Fletcher looked at building reservoirs at Salterforth holding between 2000 and 3000 useful
lock-fulls of water and costing between £16,000 and £20,000. Instead it was agreed to enlarge Foulridge by raising it
three feet at a cost of £4,000. Agreement over the land required was reached in 1833.
Water supply was still a problem, and a new reservoir was proposed at Blackburn in 1836, but the land could not
be purchased. Instead the possibility of raising Rishton Reservoir was suggested and the old plans for Salterforth
reviewed. The Rishton plan was agreed, with the necessary land purchased in 1837, though it was 1854 before the
enlargement took place. A survey for a reservoir at White Moor was also undertaken and this was agreed at a cost of
£5400, the work being completed in 1840.
The Lancaster Canal raised the idea of the reservoir at Anglezarke in 1840, but their offer to build it was declined.
Later, in 1847, agreement was reached with Liverpool Corporation over their Rivington scheme which required
compensation water to be supplied to ensure the canal feed at Wigan.
1861 saw the plans for Foulridge Upper Reservoir being drawn up, and construction was under way in 1865. The
new reservoir did not solve the water supply problem, and in 1870 the well-known water engineers, Mr Bateman
& Co, were asked to survey the line of the canal to identify sites for reservoirs and other supplies. In 1874 the canal
company resumed the carriage of general cargoes on the canal, investing in new boats and warehousing. Plans were
also set up for enlarging the canal and other improvements, and in 1881 Mr Filliter, of Filliter & Rofe, was called in
to advise on new reservoirs. Barrowford Reservoir, supplied by excess water from the summit and designed to feed
the Lancashire end of the canal, had been proposed a year earlier, and its construction agreed in 1882. Water supply
had also been improved by the use of Tranel Beck in Marton from 1880. With Barrowford supplying the Lancashire
side of the canal, supplies to the Yorkshire side now received attention. Filliter’s report in 1882 suggested building a
new reservoir on Eshton Beck and this became Winterburn Reservoir whose history is considered in the next section.
Water continued to be a problem, with a drought in 1883. Water was supplied from Whitebirk Colliery, equal to five
locks per day, at a cost of £80 per annum. The following year Blackburn Corporation offered to supply water from two
of their reservoirs which were now surplus to their requirements. Terms were agreed in July 1885, the same month
that Barrowford Reservoir opened. That year Liverpool Corporation were having problems, and they requested that
compensation water from Rivington be stopped, and that Blackburn Corporation would supply additional water.
Despite improvements in supply, the summit was closed from 25 July until 15 September in 1887, and water
continued to be supplied by Blackburn Corporation. Water entered the canal at the top of Blackburn Locks. This
supply only ended in 1893 after the pipeline from Winterburn to Greenberfield opened, though it was used again
during droughts in 1900 and 1902. At Leeds, many boats just used River Lock to access the warehouse and yards
around the canal basin. Water was pumped into the basin from above the weir, and new pumps were installed in 1902.
In Lancashire, there were problems with the Douglas feeder as the water was highly polluted, especially in Wigan.
The economic aspects of water supply improvement can be seen from discussions in 1907 over the proposed
Stockbridge supply, with water pumped from an old mineshaft. It was estimated that this supply would keep the canal
open for about one week extra, and this would save about £500. However, the cost of pumping was estimated at about
£750, so there was no financial benefit. It was estimated that the canal would be closed for lack of water once every
three years. The possibility of raising Foulridge Lower Reservoir was suggested in 1912, with 300 lock-fulls being
provided for every additional foot. Three feet four inches would be needed for one week’s supply, and this would
require the raising of Kirk Bridge and the main road. The Foulridge reservoirs were slow to fill, requiring at least two
feet of rain. The Lower Reservoir had only been full for three weeks in 1899, for six weeks in 1900, for eight weeks in
1900 and had never filled in the winter 1904/5.
The First World War effectively put an end to all canal improvement, though there were minor alterations and
additions over the thirty years following the war. For example, pumping from the Liverpool Pool to the Burnley Pool
was considered in 1933, but it was thought too expensive. Four years earlier Rishton Reservoir had been described as
of little use, possibly because of mining underneath.
The suggestion of raising Foulridge Lower Reservoir was reconsidered in the thirties and forties. It was stated that
extra boards were fitted to the overflow to increase capacity, but only in the spring because of the extra pressure on
the embankment. Retired canal employees advised against raising the embankment because of its condition. The
reservoir was rarely full, and between 1931 and 1944 it only ran to waste on six occasions, and then only briefly.
To supply the Liverpool Pool, pumps were fitted at Stanley Locks in 1934 to back pump water from the docks.
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Pumping from boreholes was also considered in 1937. Isler & Co suggested bore holes at Calverley, Apperley Bridge,
Keighley, Silsden/Kildwick, East Marton, Salterforth, with a maximum delivery of 60,000 gallons per hour, though
most sites would produce about half of this. After further discussion, they suggested a bore hole at White Moor
Reservoir which they estimated at 60,000 galls per hour.
Apart from the pumps at Leeds and Liverpool, little was done to improve water supply during the twentieth century.
Work was concentrated on reducing wastage as a more profitable way to use water. The locks at Wigan were equalised
on a number of occasions, the depth of locks varying due to subsidence. In 1887, the top lock at Wigan had a fall of 15
feet 10 inches, possibly the deepest lock on a small canal at that time. The other locks on the flight were usually less
than ten feet resulting in a 50% increase in water usage because of the deep lock. Equalisation seems to have taken
place in the 1890s, circa 1920 and in the 1940s. To give some idea of the problems of subsidence, one report shows
that over ten years, parts of the Leigh Branch were subsiding at the rate of one foot per year. Over time, the three locks
on the branch were moved from Plank Lane and Dover to Poolstock, which represents a twenty foot drop in ground
level, and sections of the canal are now on embankments over ten feet in height, which represents further subsidence.
A report on the condition of the canal c1930 suggests that the worst section for leakage was the old Lancaster Canal
section, either due to poor construction or to subsidence. Improvement work was concentrated here in the 1930s to
reduce leakage rather than spending money on improving the water supply.

From the 1870s, weekly reports on the water available in the reservoirs were produced at Foulridge. These showed not
just the levels in the reservoirs, but also the weather during the week and the number of boats passing over the summit.
Note that water was supplied by natural feeders, such as streams and water entering the canal inside the tunnel from
the water table, as well as that supplied from the Winterburn pipeline, after it opened in 1894, and the other reservoirs.

Water recording on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal
Little is known about water recording methods prior to the late nineteenth century. Most of the canal’s day-today records were destroyed during the Second World War when the head office in Liverpool was destroyed by an
incendiary bomb. Those that survive tend to be of a legal nature, deeds and other similar correspondence being kept
at Bank Newton during the war. The main historical water records which survive are in the Vint, Hill, Killick deposit
at Bradford Record Office. They were solicitors for the Leeds & Liverpool Canal amongst other transport businesses.
The main water supply figures conserved there are the rainfall figures 1888-1926 (1891, 1893, 1903, 1905, 1911 and
1915-18 are missing) and the reservoir holdings and water usage statistics for 1889- March 1917.
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The canal office at Foulridge was was where water supply was controlled until 1900 when it was taken over by
Mr Bateman, the canal’s engineer at Skipton and responsible for the eastern end of the canal. Outside the office at
Foulridge, a marker indicated the level of the summit pool. This had been built deeper than the rest of the canal in
order to provide some surplus water. One inch of water was equal to ten locks. Collection of rainfall figures by the
company may date from the initial decision to improve water supply in 1881. The Registers of Rainfall show that the
canal company maintained ten rain gauges in 1888; at Skipton, Ray Bridge Hill Gargrave, Gt Scarnber Hill Gargrave,
Long Hill Winterburn, Brown Hill Winterburn, Banks Hill Bank Newton, and the Canal Office, a field behind the
office, the upper reservoir and Cragg Nook Hill, all at Foulridge. The following year the one in the field at Foulridge
was replaced by one at the new Barrowford Reservoir, with a further collection point, at Rishton Reservoir, being
added. The final collection point, Cragg End on the Bradford Canal, was added in 1892. During the First World War,
the collection point at Bank Newton was closed and replaced by one at the top of Greenberfield Locks. Cragg End
closed with the Bradford Canal in 1922. Two of the Winterburn gauges were removed in 1929.
Prior to the opening of the Winterburn pipeline, the weekly reports show water supply from feeders into the summit
pool and from reservoirs into the summit pool, any feed from Rishton Reservoir and the holdings in all reservoirs.
Rainfall at Foulridge is given, with a brief outline of wind direction or other weather factors. The number of boats
passing the summit in either direction, with additional water supply is also noted. The supply from feeders not on
the summit pool is not noted, so flows from Eshton Beck or Morton Beck remain unknown. There are figures for
the usage of Bingley 5-rise locks recorded elsewhere, but these are not so extensive. These give the number of boats
passing through the locks, the number of lock fulls of water used and water passing over the twelve foot gauge on
the byewash. This would have allowed an estimate of water supplied to Skipton Pool to be made. Feeders on lower
sections of the canal were probably not considered important enough for recording, and just went to help with losses
from leakage and evaporation. Following the opening of the Winterburn pipeline in 1893, flows from this into the
summit pool were added to the figures. Reservoir holdings and levels were also recorded.
Records of canal water levels were taken at various points on the canal. A list of those in use in the 1930s is as follows:
Top of Bingley, twice daily
Holme Bridge Lock, twice daily
Winterburn Reservoir, twice daily
Greenberfield Locks, twice daily
Foulridge Reservoirs, weekly
White Moor Reservoir, weekly
Barrowford Reservoir, twice daily
Barrowford Locks, twice daily
Rishton Reservoir, weekly
Blackburn Locks, twice daily
Johnsons Hillock Locks, twice daily
Wigan Top Lock, twice daily
Appley Lock, twice daily
Stanley Locks, twice daily
No historic records of these recordings have been found, though there are some records of individual lock usage
for short periods.

These are the dimensions for the reservoirs on the canal. Capacity is noted in gallons, but also in the number of locks
which could be supplied at 80,000 gallons to a lock.
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Variation in reservoir holdings, 1895

1895 was a poor year for rain, with the reservoirs often below maximum capacity. Winterburn was used first as it was
the quickest to refill, with Foulridge Lower being the next to be used, when Winterburn was half empty. Barrowford was
filled by excess water off the summit and could only supply the Lancashire end of the canal. The other reservoirs were
used slowly, to ensure some continuity of supply. Reports on the contents of the reservoirs, amount of rain, and the number of boats using the canal, were compiled weekly. The one shown opposite being typical.

Winterburn Reservoir: an historical overview
In 1850, the canal company had leased the carriage of merchandise to a group of railway companies. Subsequently
they operated the fleet of boats which they had purchased from the canal company, at the same time trying to
divert traffic from the canal onto their railways. In this they were partially successful, but at the same time the canal
benefited from a regular income from the lease and were able to build up good financial reserves.
The quality of the service by rail and canal offered by the railways, in particular the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway
in East Lancashire, declined, and a group of mill owners and merchants approached the canal company in 1873,
asking them to take back the lease and to compete for the carriage of general cargo with the railways. They did this
in 1874, and were soon increasing general cargo traffic on the canal. The profits which they had made from the lease
were to finance improvements on the canal, such as better warehouses and water supply.
General cargo services used the summit more than other traffics, so the increase, and the need to provide a regular
service, put a strain on the canal’s water supply. The company sought professional advice to find new supplies. In July,
1881, the canal’s engineer requested Mr Glaister FRS to ascertain rainfall along the canal, and Mr Filliter, of Filliter
& Rofe, to suggest new reservoirs.
The first new reservoir to be decided upon, in March, 1882, was Barrowford. It was below the top lock at
Barrowford and was supplied by waste water from the existing reservoirs and the summit level. It could only supply
the Lancashire end of the canal which was more heavily used than the Yorkshire section. The following year, there
was some discussion about a new reservoir in the Laneshaw or Pendle Water valleys, but these were never followed
up. Bradford Corporation were also interested in the Laneshaw area, and there were numerous mills and high density
population around the water courses, so compensation water requirements would probably have been very onerous.
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Instead it was Eshton Beck which seemed to offer the best prospect. The first location was probably less than a mile
from the canal at Holme Bridge so that it could be built under the canal’s existing Acts, but either the land was not
available or the geology unsuitable.
In July, 1882, negotiations began with Lord Hothfield about land for a reservoir at Eshton, with Filliter reporting
on the reservoir in the following December. He then produced a more detailed report in September, 1883, suggesting
that a reservoir of 100 million gallons (1250 locks) would be sufficient for the Yorkshire side of the canal. To avoid an
application to Parliament, the reservoir should be built, as originally suggested, in the valley above the canal at Holme
Bridge. This could be smaller than previously suggested if it was just to supply the Yorkshire end of the canal. For the
Lancashire side, reservoirs could be built in the Laneshaw or Pendle Water valleys, but more information regarding
water supply and usage was needed before a decision could be made.
The plan was agreed in March, 1884, but there may have been some confusion over the interpretation of the canal’s
Act and the distance from the canal that new reservoirs could be built. Lord Hothfield, with whom negotiations had
initially been made, owned land close to the canal at Gargrave; that used for the reservoir as built belonged to Messrs
Wilkinson, with Sir Matthew Wilson owning the land through which Eshton Beck passed. Presumably the site lower
down the valley was unsuitable, and a site at Winterburn was better. However, it was some distance from the canal
and outside the limitations set down in the canal’s Act.
In July, 1884, Filliter raised the necessity for an Act for the new reservoir and the possibility of opposition from other
water users. Compensation water would be required, though the reservoir was too small for the usual regulations
covering compensation water. He estimated that a reservoir of 184 million gallons was needed for the canal, while a
further 500 million gallons could be needed for compensation water. (Winterburn’s capacity is 280 million gallons)
Perhaps this is when the site was moved further up the valley, with two additional reservoirs proposed to allow for
compensation water without restricting supplies to the canal.
The site of the embankment for Winterburn Reservoir was moved 250 yards up Eshton Beck in September, 1884, to
avoid building on a possible landslip site. Costs would increase as the length of the embankment has to be increased,
though there were some savings. The following year, Rofe pressed company to go ahead with the Winterburn scheme
despite problems over compensation water. He explained that suitable sites for reservoirs were becoming increasingly
scarce, and money had already been expended in purchase of lands and improving roads. Some committee members
were also pressing for the Winterburn scheme to go ahead and asked if there was any time limit for construction with
regard to lands purchased.
By August, 1886, the puddle trench had been begun, but it was though unsuitable due to fissures in the limestone.
Prof Green of Leeds examined the site, and reported that the site was suitable and that any problems are minor. The
bed of the reservoir was also entirely upon Boulder Clay with no limestone outcrops which could cause leakage.
Despite his reassurances, in December, 1887, extra work was needed to make the puddle trench safe.
By this time the scheme for a reservoir in Lancashire seems to have been abandoned, and in December, 1888, Rofe
produced costs for pumping water from the Skipton Pool into the Summit Pool, and compares these with the cost of a
pipeline from the reservoir. Pumps would be needed at Holme Bridge to feed into the canal above Bank Newton, and
at Greenberfield Locks. A third set of pumps could then feed water from the summit into Foulridge Lower Reservoir
if necessary. An alternative scheme used a pipeline from Winterburn to Bank Newton, with a pump still required at
Greenberfield. The pipeline scheme was the one chosen.
Between May and December, 1889, the flows down Eshton Beck measured to calculate the compensation water
requirements. In July of the following year, agreement was reached with Sir Matthew Wilson with regard to filling
the reservoir, in that it allowed for varying compensation water flows dependent upon the holdings in the reservoir.
Depth of water in reservoir		
compensation water
less than 30 feet				
400,000 galls/day
30-40 feet				568,000 galls/day
40-50 feet				623,000 galls/day
50-60 feet				758,000 galls/day
over 60 feet				
1,124,000 galls/day (781 galls/min)
Sir Matthew Wilson was the owner of Eshton Hall, and the compensation water was for the preservation of the flow
in Eshton Beck through his grounds.
The Act for the reservoir was passed on 28 July, 1891. To ensure its passage through Parliament, the canal company
had to overcome considerable opposition, though this was not restricted to compensation water. In the canal’s original
Act, support for the canal against subsidence caused by coal mining could be provided by the purchase of the coal
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directly under the canal. This was fine for the relatively shallow mines of the late eighteenth century, but by the end of
the nineteenth century mines were much deeper. To prevent subsidence, the mine owners had to leave considerable
amounts of coal, and they complained that they were not compensated fully for this. Following a court case which
went against the canal company, clauses had to be inserted into the Act to rectify the situation.
The original Act had also set the rateable value of the canal’s property at that before the canal was built, while
railways were rated at the value after construction. Local authorities took advantage of the passage of the Winterburn
Bill through Parliament to lobby for an increase in rateable value for the canal. Again the canal company lost out, and
the canal Act of 1892 changed the method of rating.
The canal company had to agree to clauses covering these aspects as the reservoir was almost completed—filling
began in August 1891. They needed the Act to legalise the work they had already undertaken, so were in no position
to fight against their opposition. It was a turning point in the canal’s history as the financial implications of the rating
and mining clauses reduced its ability to finance the major improvement of the canal which they had been planning.
The company had hoped to enlarge all the locks and deepen the canal such that boats of twice the carrying capacity
could use it; these plans had to be shelved. Some improvement was carried out over the following twenty years, but
at a much reduced scale.
With regard to water usage, one problem which had to be overcome was opposition to Yorkshire water ending up in
Lancashire. Water supply to mills, where it was used for condensing the exhaust steam from mill engines before being
returned, warmed, to the canal, provided the canal company with a useful income. But it required that the water level
in the canal should not be lowered too much, and was another reason for the canal company requiring an improved
water supply. However, to some it was seen as useful Yorkshire water being diverted to help businesses in Lancashire
and was another reason for opposition in Parliament and for the requirement for compensation water which had to
feed the River Aire.
The 1891 Act also covered alterations to the management of the canal, its name and financial powers, as well as
arrangements with local authorities for the improvement of canal bridges, and for the provision of new bye-laws
respecting aspects of the canal’s operation.
In the Act, clause 35 confirmed the work which had already been undertaken in constructing Winterburn; clause
36 gave powers to construct two more reservoirs in the valley, at Bordley Hall and Bucker House, and to set out a
pipeline from Winterburn to Greenberfield, with all the associated works; clause 37 gave the power to take water;
clause 38 covered compensation water for Eshton Beck; clause 39 covered compensation water for the River Aire as
required by the Corporations of Keighley and Leeds; clauses 40-45 confirmed details respecting construction and
water abstraction.
Clauses 38 and 39 cover two distinct compensation water awards. The first was measured at the base of the reservoir
embankment, and the second at Holme Bridge were Eshton Beck passes under the canal. The following are the details
provided for calculation of the compensation water:
1. Gather for the reservoir: 5442 acres (later figure given as 5,750 acres), average rainfall over watershed to be taken
as 48 inches per annum. Compensation water to be one third of the amount collected annually, and discharged
continuously. The final amount of compensation water for Eshton Beck was to be calculated by G H Hill over the
following year.
2. Compensation flow into Eshton Beck until the pipeline was completed to be 781 galls/min (14 locks per day), after
the pipeline had opened, compensation to be 1639 galls/min. (29.5 locks per day)
3. Gather at Holme Bridge,14,058 acres.
4. Gather to junction of Eshton Beck with the River Aire, 36,800 acres.
5. Flow into the River Aire below the canal feed from Eshton Beck to be 750,000 galls/day (9.375 locks per day or 521
galls/min)
Following the passing of the Act, Rofe reported on water supplies for the Yorkshire end of the canal and stated that
there should be no delay in building a second reservoir in the Winterburn Valley. For the year ending June 1891 he
produced the following annual figures:
Yield of Eshton Beck at Holme Bridge is 6,172 million gallons.
Less yield of Winterburn Reservoir at 2,520 million gallons.
Available flow at Holme Bridge is 3,652 million gallons.
Plus Eshton Beck compensation water of 839 million gallons.
Less compensation water for River Aire of 274 million gallons.
Supply available to canal is 4,217 million gallons
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Requirement for Yorkshire side of canal is 2,734 million gallons.
Surplus 1,483 million gallons.
Available for the Summit Pool would have been 2520 – 839 = 1681 million gallons, less losses in the pipeline. Using
monthly figures he then showed that Winterburn Reservoir would not produce sufficient water in times of drought.
On July 25, 1892, G H Hill’s award re compensation water was published. Compensation water under the Act after the
pipeline was built was 2,360,160 galls/day (29.5 locks); Hill calculated from previous year’s rainfall that the total water
available for the reservoir watershed was 2,257,630,000 galls/annum. One third of this, the compensation requirement,
amounted to 2,061,763 galls/day. This reduced the rate of compensation water stated in the Act by 298,397 galls/day or
208 galls/min. The final figure for compensation was reduced from 1,639 galls/min to 1,431 galls/min (25.8 locks/day).
Two gauges were provided for the regulation of compensation water. For Eshton Beck, a stilling basin and gauge
were provided at the bottom of the reservoir embankment and spillway. There are the remains of a rectangular slot
gauge on the far side of the basin here, and this may have been used for regulating the compensation water during
the year following the passage of the Act. When the compensation award had been calculated, the rectangular notch,
which is still used today for measuring the flow, could have been fitted into the cast iron weir. It certainly appears
contemporary with the rest of the weir.
The water from the reservoir passes over a weir into an upper stilling basin from which the pipeline to Greenberfield
is fed. The compensation water passes over a second weir into a second stilling basin before being gauged by passing
through the notch in the lowest weir. Next to the gauge house is a deep well in this stilling basin, with an adjustable
section, accessed from a footbridge, in the middle weir above it. The reason for this structure is uncertain. An iron
hook fitted to a stone in the ground on the downstream side of the gauge house may have some connection with it.
The compensation water which passed into the River Aire was regulated at a second gauge house above Holme
Bridge Lock. There were two feeds supplying the canal here. The lower one is still used today, with compensation
water being measured by a weir. Excess water then passes down a channel and under the canal before entering the
Skipton Pool below Holme Bridge Lock. There is a sluice gate on the upper side of the culvert which appears to have
no use, though it is of a considerable age.
Originally compensation water was measured after passing down a feed from a weir a few hundred yards higher
up Eshton Beck. Water passed along a channel to a stilling basin alongside the gauge house. Inside the house is a
weir with a rectangular notch which regulates the flow of water out of the house and then down a bye-wash into the
river. Flow could be regulated by raising or lowering an adjustable gate above the notch, the space between forming a
stilling basin. Any excess water passed over the first stilling basin and into the canal.
The reason for two feeds here is that when the canal first opened to Gargrave, in 1774, the terminus was above
Holme Lock, probably at Ray Bridge. A small feed was required to the canal above the lock, the main feed being to
the Skipton Pool. It is not known when the upper feed was taken out of service, but the building was still in good
condition circa 1980, though it may have been out of use for some time. There is a second feed into the canal above
Holme Bridge Lock from Chew Lane Beck which passes under the canal just below Eshton Road Lock.
After the pipeline to Greenberfield opened in August, 1893, no further work was undertaken on the reservoir
scheme until 1898. In October of that year, a second reservoir at Winterburn was to be surveyed as there was a water
shortage due to increased traffic. Discussion continued through 1899, with an estimated cost of £100,000 being given
for Bordley Hall Reservoir. It was uncertain which of the two sites would provide the most benefit to the canal, and
the cost was also somewhat prohibitive. The 1891 Act allowed fifteen years for construction, so in 1905 a further Act
was obtained to extend the time limit for a further ten years.
One feature of the pipeline was that it was used to supply many of the isolated farm houses along its route. In 1906,
a feed from the pipeline was put into Marton Pool at Tenet, near East Marton.
It was proposed to extend the pipeline in 1934 to provide water for an enlarged Foulridge Lower Reservoir, which
could be supplied by gravity from Winterburn at times of excess. In place of a pipeline extension, water could have
been pumped from the summit into Foulridge Lower Reservoir, though Barrowford Reservoir needed to be filled first.
Capacities: Winterburn: Overflow 657.5 feet above Datum: max depth 61.75 feet: gather 5,750 acres, capacity
281,504,000 galls (3,520 locks), observed flow 2,625 million galls/year (32,812½ locks).
Bordley Wood: Design capacity 360 million galls (4,500 locks), estimated flow of 1477 million galls/year would
require a reservoir of 704 million galls. Estimated yield 976.5 million galls/year (12,206 locks).
Bucker House: Design capacity 350 million galls (4,375 locks), required capacity from flow 923 million galls.
Estimated yield 1005 million galls/year (12,562 locks).
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